Metal-nanotube composites as radiation resistant materials
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The improvement of radiation resistance in nanocomposite materials is investigated by means of classical reactive molecular dynamics simulations. In particular, we study the influence of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in an Ni matrix on the trapping and possible outgassing of He. When CNTs are defect-free, He atoms diffuse alongside CNT walls and, although there is He accumulation at the metal-CNT interface, no He trespassing of the CNT wall is observed, which is consistent with the lack of permeability of a perfect graphene sheet. However, when vacancies are introduced to mimic radiation-induced defects, He atoms penetrate CNTs, which play the role of nano-chimneys, allowing He atoms to escape the damaged zone and reduce bubble formation in the matrix. Consequently, composites made of CNTs inside metals are likely to display improved radiation resistance, particularly when radiation damage is related to swelling and He-induced embrittlement.
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Nanolayered1 and nanocrystalline materials2 have attracted attention since grain boundaries act as defect sinks, while in nanofoams that role is played by the pore surfaces.3 For nuclear applications, Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) steels have been extensively studied as candidates for structural materials in the new generation of nuclear reactors. In ODS steels, the phase-boundaries between the matrix and the oxide act as defect-sinks. Carbon Nano Tubes (CNTs) are slender objects that can have aspect ratios exceeding 1000, and therefore theoretically require only 0.1 vol.% (well within experimental range and economic feasibility for bulk metals) to reach the geometric percolation threshold in the case of completely random dispersion;4 some of those defects could be transported alongside the CNT axis globally, and possibly be eliminated at an outer surface.

In addition to typical radiation induced defects like interstitials and vacancies,6 He production in nuclear reactors7 can lead to He bubbles, which in turn leads to swelling8 and embrittlement,9 decreasing the lifetime of the reactor components. Metal + CNT composites might provide plenty of incoherent interfaces that could trap He. In fact, Al + CNT composites have recently been synthesized and shown, in experiments by Li and co-workers,4 to lead to bubble-free matrices.

In spite of the large number of studies dealing with He in metals there are still many open questions on the subject, with large discrepancies among experimental results on He diffusion in Ni.10 Bombardment of Ni with 40 keV He with fluencies of up to 5 × 1020/m² leads to bubbles of a few nm in size and nearly 1% swelling.11 The He bubble radius in Ni depends on temperature,12 and for 1000 K it is ~1 nm. He bubbles form preferentially at certain defective spots, such as dislocations,13 interfaces, and nanoparticles.14

As mentioned above, the He outgassing was already reported,4,5 but no specific mechanism was proposed to explain the dynamics. Here we focus our attention on the development of a detailed model for this phenomenon, which in addition is supported by molecular dynamics (MD) computations. This way, a consistent physical picture emerges, which shows that the diffusion of the He atoms occurs either along the interface between the CNTs and the Ni matrix, or by the He atoms crossing the CNT wall. Once the He penetrates into the CNT, the latter acts as a sort of chimney for the He outgassing process.

The classical reactive Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were performed with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) code,15 to model the influence of CNTs He trapping in an Ni matrix, and its possible outgassing capability as a 1D transport network. For the atomic interactions the ReaxFF force field16 was used, since it has proven to be adequate to model Ni-C interactions,17 the mixtures of metals with noble gases,18 and also C with noble gas atoms.19 In our simulations, we employed a recent ReaxFF implementation that combines these Ni/C/H/noble gas parametrizations. The noble gas interacts with the Ni and C-atoms only through van der Waals interactions, which are described in ReaxFF using a Morse potential. The noble gas/Ni and noble gas/C interaction parameters are derived through combination rules. In all of our calculations we use a time step of 0.5 fs and a Nosé–Hoover isenthalpic (NPH) ensemble, coupled to temperature rescaling. A 500 fs damping factor is used for the pressure control and the temperature rescaling was verified every 10 time steps, and applied
only when the system deviated ~5% from the imposed temperature. Dynamic charge equilibration is realized at every time step. For the graphics and postprocessing of the results we use the Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) code.

We model our system as an Ni box, with sides between 2.5 and 4.5 nm, with periodic boundary conditions in all directions, and with a single embedded CNT its axis parallel to the z-axis, and spanning the entire matrix. We have used (10,0) and (20,0) CNTs, and radiation damage was simply included as a random distribution of single vacancies, since in face-centered cubic (FCC) metals the interstitial mobility is large\(^{10}\) 10% of the Ni atoms were replaced at random by He. Then this box was relaxed at 1000 K, with a barostat set at 1 atm pressure, during a few ns. After relaxation the evolution was followed during 4–5 ns at the constant pressure of 1 atm, and a constant temperature of 1000 K. We take as baseline result an Ni box, with vacancies and He, but without the CNT.

In the sample studied, strain at the CNT-metal interface is relatively low; however, large strain levels might modify the He storage capacity. Dislocations interacting with the CNTs\(^{21}\) might offer additional free volume and strain localization\(^{21}\) which might also alter He storage. We have calculated atomic strain using OVITO,\(^{20}\) comparing the initial, unrelaxed configuration, with the relaxed high temperature configuration quenched to 1 K to remove thermal noise. This yields an upper limit to the strain in our sample. We find that only 0.6% of the Ni and C atoms display a strain larger than 5%, as expected with the Ni atoms located at the CNT interface. We do not observe any clustering of these strained atoms leading to strained volumes which might accumulate He.

Fig. 1 shows the potential energy (PE) of the He atoms, and displays a significant energy reduction for He close to the CNT, for a 3.6 nm \(\times\) 3.6 nm \(\times\) 2.1 nm box, with a 1 nm diameter CNT. The histogram of fraction of He atoms vs. PE shows a distinct peak, related to He clustering, in the vicinity of the CNT.

In both the pure Ni and the Ni+CNT samples, He rapidly diffuses and agglomerates into bubbles. However, as can be observed in Fig. 2, bubbles do form preferentially alongside the CNT wall. Ni atoms close to the CNT wall rapidly migrate and occupy C vacancies, healing the CNT and allowing charge transfer to the nearest neighbor C atoms.

In order to mimic the situation of a localized region, where He is implanted by irradiation, we model a thin He layer (1 nm in thickness) and check the He diffusion into the matrix and into the CNT. In this case we three-fold replicate, along the z-axis, the 3.6 nm \(\times\) 3.6 nm \(\times\) 2.1 nm box mentioned above, and we simulate two cases. In the first one Ni atoms are replaced by He. In the second one we include defects in the CNT wall, i.e., we replace 10% of C/Ni atoms in the implanted layer by He, as shown in Fig. 3. The time evolution shows He bubble formation within the initial layer, plus He migration alongside the CNT wall. Within the simulation time only one He atom moved well outside the initial layer, and far from the CNT, while a large He bubble is nucleated directly on the CNT wall.

Using this potential, we calculate the mean square displacement of He interstitials in an Ni matrix and find an activation energy of around 0.75 eV. This value falls in between the classical result by Baskes and Melius,\(^{22}\) who found a barrier of 0.94 eV, and the \textit{ab-initio} results by Xia \textit{et al.},\(^{23}\) who obtained 0.48 eV. Experimental results\(^{10}\) vary between 0.5 eV and 2.5 eV. Also, we have calculated the diffusivity of He atoms alongside the CNT wall, which is many times faster than in the bulk. In addition to migration alongside the

\[ V_{\text{CNT}} = \frac{V_{\text{Ni}} + V_{\text{He}}}{2} \]

FIG. 2. MD snapshots: Ni are small red dots and C black spheres. He are the larger spheres and are colored according to their potential energy. The view is alongside the z-axis. (a) Initial configuration. (b) After 0.5 ns of simulation at 1000 K.

FIG. 3. MD simulation snapshots. Ni (small red dots), C (small black spheres), and He (blue spheres). (a) At \(t = 0\), when Ni/C atoms are replaced at random by He; (b) evolution 0.05 ns later; and (c) 1.0 ns later. In (b) and (c) He atoms are diffusing along the interior and exterior walls of the CNT far from the CNT center. When no CNT wall defects are included He atoms diffuse only along the CNT external wall.
CNT wall, tens of He atoms diffuse rapidly into the CNT. However, the migration rate into the CNT decreases significantly due to Ni atoms occupying most CNT vacancy sites. However, those replacement Ni atoms deform the hexagonal lattice, and allow for a slow He penetration (i.e., of a few He atoms per ns). Helium then moves alongside the CNT, and could be easily outgassed by percolating CNT mats. 

In the supplementary material a side and top view of such these events are shown.

We notice that the migration of He inside the CNT might lead to a feedback effect, since this would allow the continuous creation of free volume close to the CNT, which in turn would attract more He and enlarge the outgassing. Continuous creation of free volume close to the CNT, which might lead to a feedback effect, since this would allow the microscopical events are shown.

We conclude that CNTs immersed in an Ni matrix can play the role of a He nano-chimney since He atoms can rapidly escape along the smooth walls. Therefore, composite sites made of CNTs inside metals may display enhanced radiation resistance, particularly relating to gas-induced swelling and embrittlement.

See supplementary material for an illustration of He trespassing a CNT wall.
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